The degree of predictability in behaviour sequences is a central ethological question in many studies. For example, individuals, while routinely scanning for predators or locations of conspecifics, may be at a disadvantage if their scans can be predicted. Two empirical issues arise in regard to the predictability of these vigilance sequences, here defined as time series consisting of durations of sequential inter-scan intervals (ISIs). First, to what degree are ISI durations predictable from observations of past ISI durations? Second, does knowledge of the time spent in the current interval (time since the previous scan) provide information useful for predicting how much longer the current interval will last? Desportes et al. (1989) refer to unpredictability of ISI durations based on past ISI durations as sequential randomness, and unpredictability of the remaining length of an ISI based on knowledge of the time spent in the current interval as instantaneous randomness. The first issue relates to time series (autocorrelation) properties of ISI durations, the second to the probability distribution of ISI durations. These two issues are essentially distinct, both conceptually and statistically. In this paper we discuss the first issue in reference to a recent article of Roberts (1994).
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In his article, Roberts (1994) examined the first issue by using time series methods described by Box & Jenkins (1976) to analyse sequences of ISI durations in preening sanderlings, Calidris alba. The first step in this approach is to examine estimates of autocorrelations. The lag k autocorrelation is corr(Y t+k , Y t ), where Y t denotes the time series of ISI durations, indexed by t. Having examined estimated autocorrelations for 13 time series of ISI durations, Roberts (1994, page 584) reported that, 'sequences of ISI durations appear to be essentially random', i.e. uncorrelated. (Figure 2a of Roberts (1994) gives the autocorrelation function for a representative sequence of ISI durations.) The time series analysis should have stopped at this point, because if there is no evidence of autocorrelation in the data there is no need for a time series model. In fact, the goal in time series modelling is to find a model that transforms the original time series into an uncorrelated series with mean zero (called a white noise series). The model that accomplishes this for Y t is the simple mean model:
where is the mean and e t is the white noise series. Roberts (1994), however, differenced his time series and performed various analyses on the differenced series, W t =Y t Y t 1 . Roberts (1994) stated that differencing was performed to 'remove the effects of long term trends in the sequences' (page 581). The nature of such trends is not specified. Although differencing is a useful tool in time series modelling, it is a powerful transformation that should not be used indiscriminately. Box & Jenkins (1976, Section 6.2 .1), suggested differencing only for time series whose sample autocorrelations fail to die out rapidly with increasing lag. Such behaviour of autocorrelations reflects non-stationarity in the series that can arise either from stochastic trends that require differencing, or from deterministic polynomial trends (e.g. the linear trend + t), which can also be rendered stationary by differencing. A time series is stationary if its mean E(Y t ) and variance var(Y t ) are constant over time t, and if its theoretical autocorrelations corr(Y t ,Y t+k ) depend only on lag k and not on t. Differencing is clearly 
